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Students at St. Joe's are 
Winners

• We take pride in our achievements at SHJS.  Not 
only is this photo meant  to represent the 
physical trophies and awards we have, but also the 
personal  and mental wins students achieve 
everyday.  Whether it be  as simple as  acing a 
test or even achieving honor role, each student is 
somewhat a winner  in some aspect of their 
highschool career.





Physical fitness

• Much of our student body here at St.Joe is made up 
of athletes.  This photo portrays the physical 
aspect of SJHS during an average day of gym glass.  
Sports are a big part of St. joe because there are 
so many talented athletes that spend so much time 
and energy dedicated to the sport/sports the 
student may play. 





Clubs available at SJHS

• Many people see St. Joseph high school as a mainly 
sports focused school when speaking of activities, 
but st. Joe has many clubs to offer  for  people 
with more of a creative side. In this photo I show 
the St.  Joe Choir practicing/preparing for 
upcoming masses and events.Other clubs include 
mock trial,  theatre, abc club etc. 





SJHS if faithful

• St. Joseph high school is a symbol of catholisism.  
Through simple things like daily prayers, monthly 
masses and even  the option to  have confession  
during school is an important part of this school.  
This is a photograph of  a stainglass window 
hanging in the chapel.





SJHS as a Family

• St. Joe is like a family. Since we are a small 
school we have more of an opportunity to get to 
know most of the students. In my photo, two 
students are laughing together. This is meant to 
symbolize  That a  friend is always near.





Anti-bully school

• Though the symbolic meaning of this photo is 
rather obvious,  SJHS  is always working towards a 
bully free zone. St. Joe even has an anti-bullying 
club to help raise awareness and help us 
understand how serious bullying can be. 





School Spirit

• SJHS has a lot of school spirit/spirituality.  A 
symbol of our school spirit is the lockers that 
are decorated for some of the seniors here.  We 
have Wildcat pride and support our athletes. 





Historic School

• The red brick building is such an old building, 
therefore, a  perfect aspect of the historic side 
of st. Joe. This building was once used  as apart 
of hammonton high school, while SJHS was still 
apart of the elementary school. Some rumors even 
say this building may be haunted.





Safety

• SJHS strives for a safe envirironment. The fire 
hydrant  is a perfect symbol of safety. We have 
fire drills and lock down drills once a month to 
ensure safety precautions. 





Friendly student environment

• This photo symbolizes a friendly student 
environment.  In this photo the students seem to 
be enjoying class. At st. Joe, classes do not 
always have to drone on. They are also open freely 
to opinions and group discussions. 


